
1 RBI keeps repo rate at 6.5%, raises GDP growth
forecast

8 India’s alarming ‘fixed dose combination’
problem

8 An icy warning

8 Bridge this deficit between India and Sri Lank

9 A city under water

10 New climate draft seeks tripling of renewable
energy capacity

11 Private Bill seeks power for Assemblies to remove
Governors

12 Centre bans onion export till March; Nashik
farmers protest

12 Centre revises wheat stock limits to rein in prices,
hoarding

13 U.S. FDA approves pair of gene therapies for
sickle cell disease

14 RBI enhances UPI payment limits, to set rules for
online loan aggregators

14 ‘India to move to same day settlement before
March 31’

14 Digital currency can halve global transaction
cost’

1 SC pulls up Calcutta HC over ruling that asked
adolescent girls to ‘control sexual urges’

1 RBI raises GDP growth forecast to 7%, points to
risk of food inflation

4 Fewer women in Delhi part of workforce, a
comparison with national data shows

5 ‘Unethical conduct, contempt of House’: What
the report said

5 SC has deployed AI to promote regional
languages, RS told

10 Developing countries underline equity and
fairness as talk resume

10 Let us clearly define climate finance, says India
at COP28 meet

11 Govt further cuts wheat stock limits, bans
onion exports until March 2024

12 A continuing pause

12 GARBA FOR ALL

23 RBI to bring digital loan aggregators under
regulatory net

23 India will ‘retaliate’ against unfair taxes: Goyal

23 SEBI to introduce ASBA-like facility for
secondary market trading from Jan-Feb
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